Organizations that use computer-aided dispatch (CAD) technology often need to customize their systems to meet specific requirements. Customization tools can give users the best experience possible.

HxGN OnCall Dispatch | Customer Rules Engine is a tool that our Hexagon implementation team can use to help you customize HxGN OnCall Dispatch. Using Customer Rules Engine’s drag-and-drop editor, Hexagon experts can quickly build tailored business rules and user workflows within OnCall Dispatch to meet your organization’s specific needs, including automated changes to the UI.

Customer Rules Engine allows you to get the most out of OnCall Dispatch by having Hexagon experts easily implement customizations or tweaks to the product. Business rules can also be implemented to support workflows and functions not available out of the box in OnCall Dispatch.

Benefits

- **Flexibility**
  Our implementation teams can easily create custom rules and workflows based on functions (e.g., If/Then, Choice, Repeat, Invoke Other and Handle Error), data sources and custom user dialogs

- **Efficiency**
  Our implementation teams can help you realize reduced costs and time savings by using a standardized, easy-to-use tool with zero coding required

- **Best practices**
  Our implementation teams draw on years of experience of partnering with customers to meet agencies’ specific needs and leverage this expertise to make the customization process as smooth as possible
Examples of rules Hexagon has created for customers using Customer Rules Engine include:

- Vulnerable caller assessment
- Casualty information capture
- Malicious caller challenge scripts
- Harassment reports
- Motorway event handling
- Late unit monitoring and notifications
- Event closure
- Searching for units by required skills

Our Hexagon implementation team can easily customize HxGN OnCall Dispatch to meet your unique needs.

Contact us to learn more